
 

DISC Examples 

 

Philosophy 

How credible is Plato’s argument of the forms? 

Plato's world of the forms is the idea that forms represent the actual reality of everything on Earth.                  

Forms are immaterial, everlasting and varied, such as the Form of beauty. The highest form is the                 

form of the Good, without which nothing perfect would exist. This question is important because it is                

the basis of the wider topic about what defines goodness and whether this can be quantifiable.                

Scholars like Richard Dawkins and are Aristotle are key to this debate as they have criticisms that                

suggest other explanations for the actual reality of Earth. In this essay, I will argue that Plato’s                 

argument of the forms is not credible because his reasoning has logical fallacies within it, there is a                  

difficulty in categorising some of the Forms and due to the fact that there is no material evidence to                   

support this reasoning. 

 

Theology & Classics 

“Christianity was an imperial religion par excellence.” Discuss. 

Christianity, a religion which today claims a following of over two billion people from all parts of the                  

globe and different areas of life, has deep-rooted origins in imperial Rome; it is thus a significant                 

topic for assessing Rome’s impact on our contemporary landscape and society. However, in order to               

successfully analyse Christianity’s Roman roots, terms such as Christianity itself, imperial religion and             

par excellence must be broken down root and branch, to see how Rome interacted with this ‘Jesus                 

movement’ and how early it is reasonable to conclude that Christianity, the religion which came to                

dominate the Roman world, towered above the traditional Roman pantheon and pagan religious             

institutions. Christianity was by no means a unified or wholistic group in Roman times, and the                

diversity within it will be considered. Furthermore, the notion of an imperial religion is problematic               

insofar as it implies that the emperor was the figurehead and that Christianity had influence across                

the whole Roman empire. The phrase par excellence also imposes a hierarchical reading onto the               

relationship between Christianity and paganism, where the two are in direct competition with one              

another; this is an oversimplification of the source material. After the nature and place of               

Christianity as a whole is evaluated, the interaction between the emperors, local government and              

Christians will be considered to show how Christianity was not an imperial religion, and rather a                

group who were consistently seen as a threat to Rome’s empire and the security of the emperor’s                 

position, often dealt with locally rather than through a defined state policy. It will then be                

demonstrated how Christian sources tried to present Christianity as religiously and morally superior,             

with their followers being persecuted for exclusive monotheism and desire to convert others to their               

cause; in actuality, this was a rhetorical and propagandistic exercise designed to strengthen the              

resolve of existing Christians who needed to fit in more than rise above Rome’s imperial landscape.                

Rome and the emperor were concerned by Christians’ attempts to present themselves as par              

excellence, to the detriment of the wider social and political stability of the empire, rather than any                 

notion of Christianity truly being a better imperial religion. 
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